
Rethinking pro-choice rhetoric.

OUR BODIES, OUR SOULS
By Naomi Wolf

I liad an abortion when I was a single mother and my danghter
was 2 yc;irs old. I would do it again. But y<ni know liow in ihc
Grf ck niyilis when voti kill a relative you ai e pursued by turies?
For months, it was as il biihy fniios were pur.siiini; me.

These are not the words of a benighted, snperstilion-
lidflen teenager lost in America's cultnral backwaters.
They are the words of a Cornell-educiUeci, urban-
dwelling, Deniocratic-votitig 40-year-old carclit)logist—
I'll call her Clare. Clare is exactly the kind of person for
whom being pro-choice i.s an nnshakeable conviction. If
there were a core constiuieiil of (he niovonient to secure
abortion rights, Clare would be it. And yet: her words
are exactly the words to which rhe pro-choice movement
is not listening.

At its best, feminism defends its moral high ground by
being simply faithful to the truth: to women's real-hie
experiences. But. to its own ethical and political detri-
ment, the [)ro-choice movement has relinquished ihe
moral frame around the issue of abortion. It has ceded
the language of right and wrong to abortion foes. The
movement's abandonment of whal Americans have
always, and lightly, demanded ot their movements—an
ethical core—and its reliance instead on a political
rhetoric in which the fetus means nothing are proving
fatal.

The effects of this abandonment can be measured in
two ways. First of all, such a position catises tis to lose
political ground. By refusing to look at abortion within a
moral framewoi k, we lose the millions of Americans who
want to support abortion as a legal right but still need to
condemn it as a moral iniquity. Their ethical allegiances
arc then addressed b\' the pro-life movement, which is
willing to speak about good and e\il.

But we are also in danger of losing something more
important than votes: we stand in jeopardy of losing
what can only be called our souls. C l̂inging to a
rhetoric abotit abortion in which there is no life and no
death, we entangle our beliefs in a series of self-
dehisions, fibs and evasions. And we risk becoming pre-
cisely what otir critics charge us with being: callous, self-
ish and casually destructive men and women who
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share a cheapened \'i(;w of human life.
In the following pages, I will argue for a radical shift

in the pro-choice movement's rhetoric and conscious-
ness aboul abortion: 1 will maintain that we need to con-
Icxtuali/e ihe tight lo defend abortion tights within a
moral framework that admits that the death of a fetus is
a real death; that there are degrees of culpability, judg-
ment and responsibility involved in the decision to abort
a pregnancy; that the best understanding of fetninism
involves holding women as well as men to the responsi-
bilities that are inseparable from their rights; and that
we need to be strong enough to acknowledge that this
country's high rate of abortion—which ends more than
a quarter of all pregnancies—can only be righdy under-
stood as what Dr. Henry Foster was brave enough to call
it; "afailtuc."

Any dotibt that our current pro-choice rhetoric leads
lo disaster should be dispelled bv the famous recent
detection of the woman who had been Jane Roe. What
happened to Norma McCorvey? To judge by her charac-
leri/ation in the elile inedia and by some prominent pro-
choice feminists, nothing very important. Her change of
heart about abortion was relentlessly "explained away" as
having everything to do with the girlish motivations of
insecurity, fickleness and the need for attention, and lit-
tle to do with any actual moral agency.

This dismissive (and, not incidentally, sexist and clas-
sist) interpretation was so highly colored by stibjective
impressions offered tip by the very institutions that
define objectivity that it bore all the hallmarks of an
exculpatory cultural myth: poor Norma—she just
needed stroking. She was never very stable, the old
dear—first she was a chess-piece for the pro-choice
movement ("just some anonymous person who suddenly
emerges," in the words of One NO\V member) and then
acodependent of the Bible-thumpers. Low self-esteem, a
history of substance abuse, ignorance—these and other
personal weaknesses explained her lui naroimd.

To me, the lirst commandment of real feminism is:
when in doubt, listen to women. Wliat if we were to
truly, lespectfiilly listen to this woman who began her
political life as, in her words, just "some little old Texas
girl who got in trouble"? We would have to hear this:
perhaps Norma McCorvey acttially had a revelation that
she could no longer live as the symbol of a belief sys-
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tcni she incrt-aslngly repudiated.
Norina McC ôrvey should he seen as an objecl lesson

for the pro-choice movement—a call to tis to search our
souls and take another, humbler look at how we go about
what we arc doin^', For Mct̂ orvey is ITI lact an American
Everwoman: she is the losi middle of the abortion
debate, the woman whose allet^iance we forfeit by our
refusal lo use a darker and sierner and more honest
moral rhetoric.

McCkirvcy is more astute than her critics; she seems to
miderstand better than the pro-choice activists she
worked with jusi whal the wonuui-in-the-niiddle believes:
"1 believe in the woman's right to choose. 1 ni like a lot
of people. I'm in the mushy middle," she said. McCor-
vey still supports aliortion rights through the first
triiiiestei'—l)ut is hoi rifled by the hriitality ol abortion as
it manifests more obviously further into a pregnancy.
She does not lespect the black-and-white ideology
on either side and insists on referring in.stead, as I
understand her explanation, to her conscience. What
Mcdorvey and other Amcrirans want and deserve is an
ahftrtion-rights movement willing ptiblicly to mourn the
evil—necessary evil though it may be—that is abortion.
We must have a movement that acts with moral account-
ability and without euphemism.

With the pro-choice rhetoric we use now. we incur
three destructive consequences—two ethical, one strate-
gic: hardness of heart, lying and political failtire.

B ecatise of the implications of a Constitution that
defines rights according to the legal idea of "a
person." the abortion debate has tended to
foctis on the question of "personhood" of the

fetus. Many pro-choice advocates developed a language
to assert that the fetus isn't a person, and this, over the
years, has developed into a lexicon of dehumani/.ation.
Laura Kaplan's The Slon '^fj^'nf, an important forthcom-
ing account of a pve-Roe underground abortion service,
inadvertently sheds light on the origins of some of this
rhetoric: service staffers referred to the fetus—well into
the fom th month—as "material" (as in "the amoimt of
material that had to be removed..."). The activists felt
exhilaration at learning to perform abortions them-
selves instead of relying on male doctors: "Wiien la
staffer] removed the specultmi and said. There, all
done." the room exploded in excitement." In an era
when women were dying of illegal abortions, this was the
understandable exhilaration of an underground resis-
tance movement.

Unfortunately, thotigh, this cool and congratula-
tory rhetoric lingers into a very different present. In
one woman's accotmt of her chemical abortion, in the
January/February 1994 isstie of Molhn fones, for exam-
ple, the doctor says. "By Sunday you won't see on the
monitor ivhal we call the hvarlbeai" (my italics). The
author of the article, D. Redman, explains that one of
the drugs the doctor administered would "end the
growth ot the (etal tissue." And we all remember Dr.
Joycelyn Elders's remark, hailed by some as refreshingly
frank and pro-woman, but which 1 foimd remarkably

brutal: ihat "We really need to get over this love affair
with the fetus "

How did we arrive at this point? In the early 1970s,
Second Wave feminism adopted this rhetoric in re-
.sponse to the reigning ideology in which motherhood
was invoked as an excuse to deny women legal and .social
equality. In a climate in which women risked being
defined as mere vessels while their feltises were given
"personhood" at their expense, it made sense that
women's advocates would light back by depersonalizing
the fetus.

The feminist complaint about ihe pro-life move-
ment's deliumanizaLion of the pregnant woman in rela-
tion to the humanized fetus is familiar and often quite
valid: pro-choice c<inuuenlators note that the pro-life
iiliu The Silent Scream portrayed the woman as "a vessel";
Ellen Frankfort's Vn^nal Politics, the influential feminist
text, complained that the fetus is treated like an astro-
naiii in a spaceship.

B ut, say what you will, pregnancy confounds West-
ern philosophy's idea of the autonomous self:
the pregnant woman is in fact both a person in
her body and a vessel. Rather than seeing both

!)eings as alive and interdependent—seeing life within
life—and acknowledging that sometimes, nonetheless,
the woman must choose hei" life over the fetus's. Second
Wave feminists reacted to the dehumanization of
women by dehumanizing the creatures within them. In
the death-struggle to wrest what Simone de Beauvoir
called transcendence out of biological immanence,
some feminists developed a rhetoric that defined the
unwanted fetus as at best valueless; at worst an adversary,
a "mass of dependent protoplasm."

Yet that has left us with a bitter legacy. For when we
defend abortion rights by eniptving the aet of moral
gravity we fnid ourselves cultivating a hardness of heart.

Ha\ing become pregnant through her partner's and
her own failure to use a condom. Redman remarks that
her friend Judith, who has been trying to find a child to
adopt, begs her to carry the pregnancy to term. Judith
offers Redman almost every condition a birth-mother
could want: "'Let me have the baby.'" she quotes her
friend pleading. "'You could visit hei- anytime, and if
you ever wanted her back, I promise I would let her
go.'" Redman does not mention considering this pos.si-
bility. Thinking, rather, about the difficulty of keeping
the child—"My time consumed by the tedious, daily
activities that I've always done my best to avoid. Three
meals a day. Unwashed laundry..."—she schedules her
chemical abortif)n.

The procedure is experimental, and the author feels
"almost heroic," thinking of how she is blazing a trail for
other women. Alter the abortion process is underway,
the story reaches its perverse epiphan\: Redman is on a
Women's Day march when the blood irom the abortion
first apj)ears. Slie exults at ibis: "'Our bodies, otir lives,
our rigiit to decide.' ... My life feels luxuriant with pos-
sibility. For one precious moment, I believe that we have
the power to dismantle this system. I finish the march.
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borne along by the women " As for the pleading
Judith, with everything she was ready to offer a eliild,
and the phantom baby? They are both off-stage, silent in
this chilling drama of "feminist" triumphalism.

And why should we expect otherwise? In this essay,
I he fetus (as the author writes, "the now-inert material
from my womb") is little more than a form of speech: a
vehicle to assert the author's identity and autonomy.

The pro-life warning about the potential of wide-
.spread abortion to degrade reverence for life does haver a
nugget of truth: a free-market rhetoric ahoul abortion
can, indeed, contribute to the eerie situation we are now
facing, wherein the culture seems increasingly to see
babies not as creatures to whom parents devote their
lives btit as accoutrements to enhance parental quality
of liie. Day by day. babies seem to have less value in them-
selves, in a matrix of the sacred, than they do as products
with a value dictated
by a market economy.

Stories surface regu-
larly about "wortlile.ss"
babies left naked on
gratings or casually
chopped out of win-
dows, while "valuable,"
genetically correct
babies are created at
vast expense and with
intricate medical assi.s-
tance for infertile
couples. !f we fail to
treat abortion with
grief and reverence,
we risk forgetting
that, when it comes to
the children we
choose to bear, we are
here to serve them—
whomever they are;
they are not here to
serve us.

Too often our i hetoric leads us to tell untruths. What
Norma McCorvey wants, it seems, is for abortion-rights
advocates to face, really face, what we are doing: "Have
yoti ever seen a second-trimester abortion?" she asks. "It's
a baby. It's got a face and a body, and they put him in a
freezer and a little container."

Well, so it does; and so they do.
The pro-choice movement often treats with contempt

the prolifers' practice of holding up to our faces their
disturbing graphics. W/e revile their placards showing an
enlarged scene of the aftermath of a D 8c C abortion; we
are disgusted by their lapel pins with the little feet,
crafted in gold, of a 10-week-old fetus; we mock the sen-
sationalism of The Silent Scrmm. We look with pity and
honor at someone who would brandish a fetus in
formaldehyde—and we are quick tcj say that they are
lying: "fhose are stillbirths, anway." we tell ourselves.

To many pro-choice advocates, the imagery is revolt-
ing propaganda. There is a sense among tis, let us be

ULTRASONOGRAPHIC IMAGE OF A. FETUS
AT APPROXIMATELY SEVKN WEEKS GESTATION

frank, that the gi uesomeness of the imagery belonirs to
the pro-lifeis; that it emerges from the dark, frightening
minds of fanatics: that it represents the violence of imag-
inations that would, given lialf a eliance, turn otir world
into a scary, repressive place. "People like tis" see stich
material as the pornography of the pro-life movement.

But leniinism at its hest is based on what is simply
true. While pro-lifers have not been beyond dishonesty,
distortion and the doctoring of images (preferring, for
c'xavuple, \o highlight the results of vc'ry late, very rare
abortions), many of those photographs are in lact pho-
tographs of actual D &: Cs; those footprints are in fact
the footprints of a 10-week-old fetus; the pro-life slogan,
"Aboition stops a beating heart," is incontrovertibly
true. While images of violent fetal death work magnifi-
cently for pro-lifers as political polemic, the pictures are
not polemical in ihenisc-lves: they are biological facts.

We know this.
Since abortion be-

came legal nearly a
(|uarter-(entury ago,
the fields of embryol-
og)' and perinatology
have been revoltition-
ized—but the pro-
choice view of the
contested fetus has
remained static. This
has led to a bizarre
bifurcation in the way
we who are pro-choice
tend to think about
wanted as opposed to
tmwanted fetuses; the
unwanted ones are
still seen in schematic
black-and-white draw-
ings while the wanted
ones have metamor-
phosed into vivid and

moving color. Even while Elders spoke of our need to
"get over" our love affair with the unwelcome fetus, an
entire growth industry—Mozart for your belly; framed
sonogram photos; home fetal-heartbeat stethoscopes—is
devoted to sparking fetal love affairs in other circum-
stances, and aimed especially at the hearts of over-
scheduled )'tippies. If we a\idly cultivate love for the
ones we bring to term, and "get over" our love for the
ones we don't, do we not risk developing a hydroponic
view of babies—and ttirn them into a product we can
cull for our convenience?

Any happy eouple with a wanted pregnancy and a
copy of Wiat to Expect W'hen You're Expecting CAn see the
cute, detailed diawings of the fetus whom the book's
owner |)resutnably is not going to abort, and can read
the excited descriptions ol what that fetus can do and
feel, month by month. Anyone who has had a sonogram
during piegnancy knows perfectly well that the 4-month-
olcl fettis responds to ouLside stimulus—"Let's get him to

continued on page 32
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look this way," the technician will say, poking gently at
tilt' belly of a delighted mother-to-be. Thf WfH Baf/y Book,
the kind of whole-grain, holistic gtiide to pregnancy and
childbirth that would find its audience among the very
demographic that is most solidly pro-choice reminds us
that: "Increasing knowledge i.s increasing the awe and
respect we have for the unborn baby and is causing us to
regard the unborn bahy as a real person long before
birth "

So, whai will it be: Wanted fetuses are charming, com-
plex, REM-droaniing little beings whose profile on the
sonogram looks just like Daddy, but unwanted ones are
mere "uterine material"? How can we charge that it is
vile and repulsive for pro-lifers to brandish vile and
repulsive images if the images are real? To insist that the
truth i.̂  in poor taste is the very heiglit of hypocrisy.
Besides, if these images are often the facts of the matter,
and if we then claim that it is offensive for pro-choice
women to be confronted by tliem, then we are making
the judgment that women are too inherently weak to
face a trtith about which they have to make a grave deci-
sion. This view of women is unworthy of feminism. Free
women must be strong women, too; and strong women,
presumably, do not seek to cloak their most important
decisions in euphemism.

O ther lies are not lies to others, btit to ourselves.
,\n abortion-clinic doctor, Elizabeth Karlin, who
wrote a recent "Hers" column in The New York
Times, declared that "There is only one reason

I've ever heard for ha\ing an abortion: the desire to be a
good mother."

Wiiile that may well be true for many poor and
working-class women—and indeed research shows that
poor women are three times tnore likely to have abor-
tions than are better-off women—the elite, who are the
most vociferous in their morally unambiguous pro-
choice language, should know perfectly well how untrue
that statement often is in their own lives. All abortions
occupy a spectrum, from full lack of alternatives to full
moral accotmtability. Karlin and many other pro-choice
activists try to situate all women equally at the extreme
endpoint of that spectrum, and it jtist isn't so. Many
women, including middle-class women, do have abor-
tions because, as one such woman put it, "They have a
notion of what a good mother is and don't feel they can
be that kind ol' mother at this phase of their lives." In
many cases, that is still a morally defensible place on the
spectrum; but it is not the place of absolute absolution
that Dr. Karlin claims it to be. It is, rather, a place of
moral struggle, of self-interest mixed with selflessness, of
wished-for good intermingled with necessary evil.

Other abortions occttpy places on the spectrum that
are far mote culpable. Of tlie abortions I know of, these
were some of the reasons: to find out if the woman
could get pregnant; to force a boy or man to take a rela-
tionship more seriously: and, again and again, to enact a
rite of passage for affhienl teenage girls. In my high
school, the abortion drama was used to test a boyfriend's
character. Seeing if he would accompany the girl to the

operation or, better yet, come up with the money for the
abortion could almost have been ihe 197()s Bay Area
cquivaleni of ttie '.50s fraternity jjin.

The affluent teenage couples who conceive becau.se
they can and then erase the consequences—and the
affluent men and women who choose abortion because
they were careless or in a hurry or didn't like the feel of
latex—are not the moral equivalent of the impoverished
mother who responsibly, even selflessly, acknowledges
she already has too many moutlis to feed. Feminist
rights include feminist responsibilities; the right to
obtain an abortion brings with it the responsibility to
contracept. Fifty-seven percent of unintended pregnan-
cies come about because the parents used no contracep-
tion at all. Those millions certainly include women and
men too poor to btiy contraception, girls and boys too
young and ill-informed to know wheie to get it, and
covmdess instances of marital rape, coerced sex, incest
and couplings in wliich the man refused to let the
woman use protection.

But they also incltide millions of college suidents, pro-
fessional men and women, and middle- and tipper-
middle-class people (11 percent of abortions are
(jbiained by people in households with incomes of
higher than S50,000)—who have no excuse whatsoever
for their carelessness. 'There is only one reason I've ever
heard for having an abortion: the desire to be a good
mother"—this is a falsehood that condescends to
women strtiggling to be true agents of their own souls,
even as it dishonors through hypocrisy the terminations
that are the writer's subject.

N ot to judge other men and women without
judging myself, I know this assertion to be false
from my own experience. Once, I made the
choice to take a morning-after pill. The heavily

pregnant doctor looked at me, as she dispensed it, as if I
were the scum of the earth.

If what was going on in my mind had been mostly
about the well-being of the possible baby, that pill would
never have been swallowed. For that potential baby,
brought to term, would have had two sets of loving
middle-income grandparents, an adult mother with an
education and even, as I discovered later, the beginning
of diaper money for its first two years of life (the gradu-
ate fellowship I was on forbade marriage hut, frozen in
time before women were its beneficiaries, said nothing
about unwed motherhood). Because of the baby's skin
color, even if I chose not to rear the child, a roster of
eager adoptive parents awaited him or her. If I had been
thinking only or even primarily about the baby's life, I
would have had to decide to bring the pregnancy, had
there been one, to term.

No: there were two columns in my mind—"Me" and
"Baby"—and the first won out. And what was in it looked
something like this: unwelcome intensity in the relation-
ship with the father; desire to continue to "develop as a
person" before "real" parenthood: wish to entonnter my
eventual life partner without the off-putting encum-
brance of a child; resistance to curtailing the nature of
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llio time rt^niaining to me in Europe. Es.sentially, this col-
umn came down to: 1 am not done being responsive
only to myself yet.

At even the pos.sibility that the cosmos was callinjr my
name, I cowered and stepped aside. I was not so unlike
those young louts who falhor children and run from tlie
specter of responsibility. Except that my refusal to be
involved wiih this potential creature was as definitive as a
refusal can be.

Stepping asicfe in this way is analoj^ous to draft eva-
sion; tiiere are good and altriiisiic reasons to evade ihe
draft, and llien there are seit-prcsei ving reasons. In that
momeni, leuiinism came to one of its logical if less-than-
inspiiing moments of fruition: I chose to sidestep biol-
og>'; I acted—and was free to act—as if I were in control
of my destiny, ihe way men more ofien than women
have let themselves act. I chose myself on my own terms
over a possible someone else, for self-absorbed reasons.
Btit "lo be a better mother"? "Duke el decorum f.s7...'?
Nonsense.

Now. freedom means that women must be free to
choose self or to choose selfishly. Certainly for a woman
with fewer economic and social choices ihan I had—for
instance, a woman struggling to finish her higher educa-
tion, without which she would have little hope of a life
worthy of her talents—there can indeed be an obligation
to choose self. And the defense of some level of abortion
rights as fundamental to women's integrity and equality
has been made fully by others, including, quite effec-
tively, Ruth Bader Ginsberg. There is no easy way to deny
the powerful argument that a woman's equality in society
must give her some irreducible rights unique to her biol-
ogy, inchiding the right to take the life within her life.

But we don't have to He to ourselves about what we are
doing at .such a moment. Let us at least look with clarity
at what tliat means and Tiot whitewash self-interest with
the language of self-sacrifice. The landscape of many
such decisions looks more like Marin County than Ver-
dun. Let us certainly not be fools enough to present such
spiritually limited moments to the world with a flouri.sh
of pride, pretending that we are somehow pioneers and
heroines and even martyrs to have snatched the self, with
its aims and pleasmes, from the pressure of biology.

That decision was not my finest moment. The leasl I
can do, in honor of the being that might have been, is
simply to know that.

U sing amoral rhetoric, we weaken ourselves
politically because we lose the center. To draw
an inexact parallel, many people support the
choice to limit the medical prolongation of

life. But, if a movement arose that spoke of our "getting
over our love affair" with the terminally ill, those same
people would recoil into a vociferous intervention-
ist position as a way to assert their moral values. We
would be impoverished by a rhetoric about the end of
life ihat speaks of ihe ill and the dying as if they were
meaningless and of doing away with them as if it were
a bracing demonstration of our personal indepen-
dence.

Similarly, many people suppt)i t necessary a( ts of war-
fare ((Catholics for a Free Choice makes the analogy
between abortion rights and such warfare). There are
legal mechanisms that allow us to bring into the world
the evil of War. But imagine how quickly public opinion
would turn against a president who waged war while
asserting tliat our sons and daughiers were nothing but
cannt)n (bddei. (irief and icspecl are ihe proper tones
for all discussions about choosing to endanger or
destroy a manifestation of life.

War is legal; it is sometimes even necessary. I.,etting
the dying die in peace is often legal and sometimes even
necessary. Abortion should be legal; it is .sometimes even
necessary. Sometimes the mother must be able to decide
that the fetus, in its full humanity, must die. But it is
never right oi" necessary to minimize the value of the
lives involved or the sacrifice incurred in letting them
go. Only il we uphold abortion rights within a matrix ot
individual conscience, atonement and responsibility can
we both correct the logical and ethical absurdity in our
position—and consolidate the support of the center.

Many others, of course, have wrestled with this issue:
Camille Paglia, who has criticized the "convoluted casti-
istry" of some pro-choice language; Roger Rosenblatt,
who has urged us to permit i)ut discourage abortion;
Laurence Tribe, who has noted that we place the fetus
in shadow in order to advance the pro-choice argument.
But we have yet to make room for this conversation at
the table of mainstream feminism.

And we can't wait much longer. Historical changes—
from the imminent availability of cheap chemical aborti-
facients to the ascendancy of the religious right to
Norma Mc(-orvey's defection—make the need for a new
abortion-rights language all the more pressing.

In a time of retrenchment, how can I be so sure that a
more honest and moral rhetoric about abortion will con-
solidate rather than scuttle abortion rights? Look at what
Americans themselves say. When a recent Nnosu'eek poll
asked about support for abortion using the rare phrasing,
"It's a matter between a woman, her doctor, her family,
her conscience and her God," a remarkable 72 percent of
the respondents called that formulation "about right."
This represents a gain of thirty points over the abortion-
rights support registered in tlie latest Galltip poll, which
asked about abortion without using the words "God" or
"conscience." When participants in ihe Gallup poll were
asked if they supported abortion "under any circum-
stances" only 32 percent agreed; only 9 percent more sup-
ported it tinder "most" circumstances. Clearly, abortion
rights are safest when we are willing to submit them to a
morality beyond just our bodies and our selves.

B ui how, one mighl ask, can I square a recogni-
lion of the hnmanity of the fetus, and the moral
gravity of destroying it, with a pro-choice posi-
lion? The answer can only be found in the con-

text of a paradigm abandoned by the leii and misused
by the riglu: the paradigm of sin and redemption.

It was when I was four months pregnant, sick as a dog,
and in the middle of an argtiment, that 1 realized I
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could no longer tolerate the fetus-is-nothitig paradigm
of the pro-choice movement. I was being interrogated
by a conservative, and the subject of abortion rights
came up. "You're four tnonths pregnant," he said. "Are
you going to tell me that's not a baby you're carrying?"

The accepted pro-choice response at such a nioment
in the conversation is to evade: to move as swiftly as pos-
sible lo a discussion of "privacy" and "difficult personal
decisions" and "choice." Had I not been so nauseated
and so cranky and so weighed down with the physical
gravity of what was going on inside me, I might not have
told what is the truth for me. "Of course it's a baby," I
snapped. And went rashly on: "And if I found myself in
circumstances in which I had to make the terrible deci-
sion to end this life, then that would be between myself
and God."

Stardingly to me, two things happened: the conserva-
tive was quiet: T had said something that actually made
sense to him. And I felt the great relief that is the grace
of long-delayed honesty.

Now, the G-word is certainly a prohlematic element to
introduce into the debate. And yei "God" or "soul"—or,
if you are secular and prefer it, "conscience"—is pre-
cisely what is missing from pro-choice discotirse. There
is a crucial difference between "myself and my God" or
"my conscience"—terms that imply moral accountabil-
ity—and "tiiyself and my doctor," tlie phrasing that Jus-
tice Harry Blackmun's wording in Hoe ("inherently, and
primarily, a medical decision") has tended to promote
in the pro-choice movement. And that's not even to
mendon "between myself and myself (Elders: "It's not
anybody's business if I wenl for an abortion"), which
impliesjust the relativistic relationship to abortion that
our critics accuse us of sustaining.

T
lie language we use to make our case hmits the
way we let ourselves think aboiu abortion. As a
result of the precedents in Roe (including Gris-
woldw ConnertimI-and Eisenstadt\. Haird), wliich

based a woman's right to an abortion on the Ninth and
Fourteenth Amendments' implied right to personal pri-
vacy, other tmhelpful terms are also ctirrent in our dis-
course. Pro-choice advocates tend to cast an abortion as
"an intensely personal decision." To which we can say.
No: one's choice of carpeting is an intensely personal
decision. One's struggles with a life-and-death issue must
be understood as a matter of personal conscience.
There is a world of difference between the two, and it's
the difference a moral frame makes.

Stephen L. Carter has pointed out that spiritual dis-
cussion has been robbed of a place in American public
life. As a consequence we tend—often disastrously—to
use legislation to work out right and wrong. That puts
many in the position of having to advocate against abor-
tion rights in order to proclaim their conviction that our
high rate of avoidable abortion (one of the highest in
developed countries, live times that of the Netherlands,
for example) is a social evil; and, conversely, many must
pretend that abortion is not a transgression of any kind
if we wish to champion abortion rights. We have no

ground on which to say that abortion is a necessary evil
that should be faced and opposed in the realm of t on-
scienee and action and even soul; yet remain legal.

But American society is struggling to find its way
forward to a discourse of right and wrong that binds
together a common ethic for the secular and the reli-
gious. Wiien we do that, we create a tiioral discourse
ihat can exist in its own right independent of legislation,
and we can find ground to stand upon.

Norma Mc(-orvey explained what happened to her in
terms of good and evil: she woke in the middle of the
nighi and felt a presence pushing violently down on her.
"I denounce you, Satan," she announced. This way of
talking about evil is one of the chief class divisions in
America: working-class people talk abotU Satan, and
those whom Paul Fussell calls "the X grotip"—those who
run the country—talk instead about netirode guilt. While
the elite scoff at research that shows that most Americans
maintain a l)elief in the embodiment of evil—"the
devil"—they miss sotnething profound about the human
need to make moral ordcrontof chaos. After all, the only
real difference between the experience described by
CMare, the (Cornell-educated pro-choicer, and McCjorvey,
the imeducated ex-alcoholic, is a classical allusion.

T here is a himger for a moral lramework that we
pro-choicers must reckon with. In the Karlin
"Hers" column, the aiuhor announced proudly
I hat pregnant women are asked by the coim-

selor in the office, "So, how long have you been pro-
choice?" Dr. Karlin writes that "Latighter and the answer,
'About ten minutes,' is the healthiest response. T still
don't believe in abortion,' some women say, unaware
that refusal to take responsibility for tbe decision means
that ! won't do the procedure."

How is this "feminist" ideological coercion any differ-
ent from the worst of pro-life shaming and coercion?
The women who come to a clinic that is truly feminist—
that respects women—are entitled not only to their
abortions but also to their sense of sin.

To use the term "sin" in this context does not neces-
sarily mean, as Dr. Karlin believes, that a woman thinks
she must go to hell hecause she is having an abortion. It
may mean that she thinks she must face the realization
that she has fallen short of who she should be; and that
she needs to ask forgiveness for that, and atone for it. As
I understand such a woman's response, she is trying to
take responsibility for the decision.

We on the left tend to twitch with discomfort at
that word "sin." Too often we have become religious-
ly illiterate, and so we deeply misunderstand the word.
But in all of the great religious traditions, our recogni-
tion of sin, and then our atonement for it, brings on
God's compassion and our redemption. In many faiths,
justice is linked, as it is in medieval Judaism and in
Buddhism, to compassion. From Yom Kippur and the
Ash Wednesday-to-Easter cycle to the Hindu idea of
karma, the individual's confrontation with her or his
own culpability is the first step toward ways to create and
receive more light.
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How could one live with a conscious view that abor-
tion is an evil and still be pro-choice? Throtigh acts ot
redemption, or what the Jewish mystical tradition calls
likkun; or "mending." Laurence Tribe, in Abortion: The
Clash of Ahsoliite.s, notes that "Memorial services for the
souls of aborted fetuses are fairly common in contempo-
rary japan." where abor lions arc both legal and readily
available. Shinio doctrine holds that women should
make offerings to the fetus to help it rest in peace; Bud-
dhists once erected statues of the spirit guardian of chil-
dren to honor aborted fetuses (called "water children"
or "imsecing children"). If one believes that aboition is
killing and yet is still prtwrhoice, one could try to use
contraception for every single sex act; if one had to
undergo an abortion, one could then work to provide
conuaception, or jobs, or other choices to yoting girls;
one could give money to programs that provide prenatal
care to ()()or women; if one is a mollier oi' father, one
can remember the aborted child e\ery time one is
tempted to be less thati loving—and give renewed love
to the living child. And so on: lihkmi.

But when you insist, as the "Hers" column writer did.
on sti ipping people of their sense of sin, they react with
a wholesale backing-away into a rigid morality ihat reim-
poses order: hence, the ascendancy of the religious
right.

Just look at the ill-fated nomination of Dr. Henry Fos-
ter for Siugeoti General. The Republicans said "abot-
tion," and the discussion wa.s over. The Democrats, had
they worked out a moral framework for progressivism,
could have responded: "Yes: our abortion rate is a terii-
ble social e\il. Here is a man who can hel]? put a moral
framework arounti the chaos of a million and a half
abortions a year. He can bring that rate of evil down.
And whichever senator among you has ever prevented
an unplanned pregnancy—and Dr. Foster has—let him
ask the fust question."

W ho gets blamed for our abortion rate? The
ancient Hebrews had a ritual of sending a
scapegoat" into the desert with the conuuu-

nity's sins projected upon it. Abortion doctors
are our contemporary scapegoats. The pro-lifers obvi-
ously scapegoat them in oue way: if pro-lifers did to
women what they do to abortion doctors—hat assed and
targeted them in their hcjiiies and workplaces—public
opinion would rapidly turn against tliem; for the move-
ment would soon find itself harassing the teachers and
waitresses, housewives and younger sisters of their own
communities. The pro-life movement would have to
address the often all-too-pressing good reasons that lead
good people to abort. That would be intolerable, a tacti-
cal defeat for the pro-life movemenl, and as sure to lose
it "the mushy middle" as the pro-choice movement's ten-
dency toward rhetorical coldness loses it the same con-
stituency.

Bu! |}ro-choiceis, loo, scapegoat the doctors and
clinic workers. By resisting a moral liamework in which
to view abortion we who are pro-abortion-rights leave
the doctors in the front lines, with blood on their hands:

the blood of the repeal abortions—at least 4.S percetit of
the total: ihe suburban smnmer cottntry-club rite-of-
passage abortions; the "I don't know what came over
me, it was such good Chardounay" abortions; as well as
the blood of the desperate and the unpre\entahle and
accidental and the medically necessary and the violently
conceived abortions. This is blood thai ihe doctors and
c linic workers often see clearly, and that (hey heroically
I inse and cause to flow and rinse again. And they take all
our sins, the pro-choice as well as the pro-life among us,
upon them.selves.

And we who are pro-clioice compound their isolation
by declaring that that blood is not there.

As the world changes and women, however incremen-
tally, become more free and more powerful, the lan-
gtiage in which we phrase the goals of feminism must
chatige as well. As a result of the bad old days before the
Second Wave of feminism, we tend to imdersiand abor-
tion as a desperately needed exit frotn tiear-total male
control of our reproductive lives. This scenario posits an
unambiguous diain of power and jjowerlessness in
which men control wotnen aud women, in ot"der to sur-
vive, must have unquestioned control over fetuses. It is
this worldview, all too teal in its initial conceptualization,
that has led to the dread among many pro-dioice
women of departing from a model of woman-equals-
human-Iife. fetiis-equals-not-much.

1 his model of reality may have been necessary in an
uiireleniing patriarchy. But today, in what should be, as
women continue to consolidate political power, a patri-
archy crumbling in spite of itself, it can become obso-
lete.

Now: try to imagine real gender etjuality. Actually, try
to imagine an America that is female-dominated, since a
true working democracy' in this coiuitry would reflect
our ;i4-46 voting advantage.

Now imagine such a democracy, in which women
would he valiietl so very highly, as a world that is accept-
ing and responsible aboiU human sexuality; in which
there is no coerced sex withotit serious Jailtime; in
which there are affordable, safe contraceptives available
for the taking in every public healili building; in which
there is economic parity for women—and basic eco-
nomic subsistence for every baby born; and in which
every young American woman knows about and under-
statids lier natural desire as a treasure to cherish, and
responsibly, when the time is right, on her own terms,
to share.

In such a world, in which the idea of gender as a bar-
I iei has become a dusty artifact, we would piobably use a
very different language about what would be—then—
the rare and doubtless traumatic event of abortion. That
language would probably call upon respect and respon-
sibility, grief and mourning. In that world we might well
describe the unborn and the never-to-be-born with the
honest words of life.

And in thai world, passionate feminists might well
hold candlelight vigils at abortion clinics, standing
shoulder to shoulder with the doctors who work there,
commemorating and saying goodbye to the dead. •
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